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AAPA 2017 Conference on Demand 

More than 45 AAPA Category 1 CME credits of clinical and professional CME, 
from cardiac pharmacology to PA burnout and more, all on demand. 
 
 

Monday 
Adolescence on the Rocks: Effectively Addressing Adolescent Substance Use | CME#LV7005 
This session explores the scope of the problem of adolescent substance use and outlines 
current best practices to address the issue. 
An Update on Genetics and Genomics for PAs: How Precision Medicine Can Improve Your 
Patient Care Today | CME#LV7009 
This case-based session outlines basic genetic and genomic concepts, the new PA genetic 
competencies and some current pharmacogenomic tests and therapies. 
An Update on Vector Borne Illness: Dengue, Chagas, Chikungunya, and Ebola | CME#LV7143 
This session outlines the incidence, geographical distribution, clinical presentation, diagnostic 
testing, treatment, and prognosis of vector borne infections. 
Appropriate Use of Nuclear Cardiology Imaging in Clinical Practice | CME# LV7013 
This case-based session outlines the appropriate use of nuclear cardiology imaging in clinical 
practice. 
Atypical Nevi and Malignant Melanoma: More Than Just the ABC's | CME#LV7019 
This session outlines the significant morbidity and mortality associated with malignant 
melanoma, particularly when diagnosed in an advanced state. 
Bedside Diagnostic Ultrasound | CME#LV7021 
This session provides an introduction to bedside ultrasound and how it can be incorporated in 
clinical practice. 
Better Than Rust? PA Burnout | CME#LV7225 
This session outlines the definition of burnout, factors that increase or relieve the risk of 
burnout, and strategies for reducing burnout. 
Case Studies in Valvular Heart Disease | CME#LV7145 
This case-based session outlines diagnosis and symptoms of valvular heart disease. 
Cardiac Pharmacology: The Patient and Drug: Which Class Is It? | CME# LV7144 
This session outlines the pharmacology of cardiac medications. 
Chronic Hepatitis C: Essential Role of Primary Care in Screening, Education, and Linkage to 
Treatment | CME#LV7061 
This session outlines the latest CDC and USPSTF screening recommendations for patients 
infected with chronic hepatitis C. 
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Monday 
Common Symptoms, Uncommon Neurological Problems | CME#LV7037 
This session uses actual case studies collected over the course of 12 years in both the hospital 
and outpatient setting to illustrate how minor differences in the history alone can direct the 
importance of a detailed neurological exam and specific diagnostic testing. 
Contraceptive Update: Don't I Need to Bleed? | CME#LV7040 
This session provides an update on long acting reversible contraception, plus helps dispel 
common myths, including the idea that women need to have regular menstrual cycles. 
Diagnosing and Treating Bipolar Disorder: What Do We Need to Do to Get It Right? | 
CME#LV7045 
This session outlines the diagnosis and treatment of bipolar disorder.  
Diagnosing and Treating Seizures and Epilepsy | CME#LV7049 
This session outlines quality care indicators and practice parameters for diagnosing and treating 
epilepsy.   
Dizzying Possibilities: A Systematic Approach to Diagnosis and Treatment of Disequilibrium | 
CME#LV7047 
This session outlines the most common etiologies of central and peripheral disequilibrium using 
a diagnostic algorithm that can be applied in any clinical setting. 
Esophageal Disorders | CME#LV7151 
This session on esophageal disorders covers the major topics as presented in the NCCPA 
blueprint for continuing education. 
Health Literacy | CME#LV7059 
This session provides PAs with the tools necessary to identify patients with low health literacy 
and improve how they communicate with these patients. 
Help! I'm Itchy, Phlegmy, and Hiccupping: Managing Pruritus, Singultus, and Cough at End of 
Life | CME#LV7060 
This session outlines common etiologies of singultus, cough, and pruritus at end of life. 
HIV Management in 2017: From Diagnosis to Treatment and Management of the HIV Infected 
Patient | CME#LV7152 
This session outlines management and treatment options for HIV/AIDS-infected patient.  
Management and Treatment of Acute Coronary Syndrome: Why Time is Muscle | 
CME#LV7002 
This session outlines the most common signs, symptoms, and treatment strategy for patients 
presenting with an acute myocardial infarction. 
Many Faces of Lung Cancer: Comprehensive Review of Lung Malignancies | CME# LV7072 
This session outlines the signs and symptoms of lung cancer, plus strategies for prevention and 
early detection. 
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Monday 
Medical Errors: Costs, Causes, and Prevention | CME#LV7074 
The session focuses on the facts exposing the magnitude of the implications medical errors 
have on public safety, litigation, and finances. 
Morbidity and Mortality Conferences: Why PAs Should Participate | CME#LV7081 
This session provides an introduction to M&M conferences and how they can be incorporated into PA 
practice. 
Multiple Sclerosis | CME#LV7102 
This session outlines acute and chronic management of patients with MS, plus pharmacological 
treatments available.  
Myth Busters: Hypertension | CME#LV7063 
With the recent changes in guidelines for hypertension, this session helps to clarify myths 
regarding hypertension for primary care PAs with an emphasis on evidence-based research 
regarding dietary, environmental, and genetic influences on hypertension. 
Occupational Medicine 101: Evaluation and Management of Common Work Related Injuries | 
CME#LV7107 
This session serves as an introduction to the arcane specialty of occupational medicine, 
highlighting common occupational injuries that include the eye, spine, shoulder, wrist, and 
knee. 
Opioid Prescribing: Safe Practice, Changing Lives | CME#LV7116 
This session outlines how to address all types of pain across all settings and for diverse 
populations, while also managing the risk for diversion and misuse. 
PA and Quality Metrics: How to Prepare for Ongoing Professional Practice Evaluations (OPPE) 
| CME#LV7119 
This session outlines how to prepare for OPPE.  
PAs Get Your Advocacy On! | CME#LV7124 
This session outlines the basics of effective advocacy and how to read and interpret particular 
workplace cultures, then use them to your advantage.  
 

Pediatric ENT: Pearls for the PA-C | CME#LV7126 
This session outlines some of the more common pediatric ear, nose, and throat presenting 
complaints in a primary care setting. 
Personality Disorders Primer: What Do I Do with People Who are Always Mad, Bad, or Sad? | 
CME#LV7196 
This session outlines the DSM-5 diagnostic criteria for personality disorders, as well as 
treatment options available. 
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Monday 
Pharmacogenomics 101: Clinically Relevant Genetic Drug-Testing for Primary Care | 
CME#LV7129  
This session outlines basic pharmacogenomic concepts and highlights specific drugs utilized in 
primary care and internal medicine in which genetic variations in drug metabolism affect 
patients. 
Pneumonia in the Outpatient Setting | CME#LV7158 
This session outlines the different etiologies of community-acquired pneumonia (CAP) based on 
patient history, physical, and diagnostic testing. Plus, highlights appropriate therapeutic 
strategy for CAP based on current evidence-based guidelines. 
Presentation Skills for PAs: Making Your Next Presentation Go Better Than Your Last | 
CME#LV7134 
This session outlines effective public speaking skills, plus offers tips and model behaviors to 
enable participants to make their next presentation go better than their last. 
Seeing 20/20: How to Identify Sight-Threatening Conditions | CME#LV7162 
This session outlines diagnosis, management, and treatment of sight-threatening conditions. 
Surgical and Reconstructive Options for the Breast Cancer Patient | CME#LV7168 
This session outlines current breast cancer screening, staging, and surgical resection options 
with appropriate reconstruction options. 
The Best Ways to Help Those with Rheumatoid Arthritis: Current Diagnostic and Treatment 
Practices | CME#LV7062 
This session outlines the most up-to-date diagnostic and treatment options for RA. 
The Importance of Healthcare Data and Showing PA Value | CME#LV7032 
This session outlines the importance of healthcare data and showing PA value. 
The PA's Role in Mental Health: An Introduction to Mental Health First AidÂ™ (MHFA) | 
CME#LV7079 
Mental Health First AidÂ™® (MHFA) is a course designed to help anyone be able to better 
recognize and assist in a crisis situation. While this session does not replace the full training, it 
offers insight into the basics of MHFA and provides rationale for why PAs should join the 
movement. 
There's an App for That!: Integrating Apps into Your Everyday Practice | CME#LV7014 
This session outlines the power of mobile technology in clinical care settings. 
Two Sides of a Coin: Giant Cell Arteritis and Polymyalgia Rheumatica Update | CME#LV7179 
The session outlines the evaluation, management, and treatment of patients with GCA and 
PMR. 
Understanding and Treating Chronic Diarrhea | CME#LV7180 
This session outlines common sources of chronic diarrhea. 
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Monday 
Update from NCCPA: PI-CME, PANRE, and More | CME#LV7183 
This session outlines the enhancements to the certification maintenance requirements, 
including CME requirements and the latest on the potential changes to PANRE that are under 
consideration. 
Update on Atrial Fibrillation: Current Management and Emerging Therapies | CME#LV7018 
This session outlines evidence-based recommendations for rate control versus rhythm control 
for AF, plus highlights emerging therapies in ablation and left atrial appendage occlusion. 
What PAs Need to Know About HIV Prevention and Preexposure Prophylaxis (PrEP) | 
CME#LV7198 
This session outlines methods of treatment and prevention for HIV. 
 


